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Terra Cotta
Studio
Quang Nam Province, Vietnam
Tropical Space Co Ltd
This alluring building houses the studio of artist Le Duc Ha,
and joins the recent parade of standout architecture coming
out of – well, actually, remaining inside of – Vietnam. Set
beside the Thu Bon River in an agricultural area that also
boasts villages engaged in traditional crafts such as terra cotta,
mat or silk production, the building is modern yet ancient,
richly ambiguous yet immediately comprehensible.
Formed of a 7m3 masonry-and-concrete cube skirted with a
bamboo platform terrace used for drying out the products,
it appears as some temple or mausoleum, a comparison
not entirely inaccurate given the urns and pots it holds.
The terraces are used for sipping tea or for lounging and
socialising in. The building is organised in layers, in both plan
and section. The outer skin is composed of patterned walls
of spaced orange brickwork that alludes to the craft tradition
of kilns. Inside this sits a skeleton of open timber frame, with
the gap between used for ambulation and shelving for pots.
The brick patterns are organised within an overall grid, but
are varied across the surface of each of the four sides of the
cube, making for a lively and absorbing visual landscape that
counters the building’s geometric purity. The interior timber
frame appears initially as a surprise upon entry, particularly
in its juxtaposition with the implied weight and solidity of a
brick volume. It has its own formal power and beauty, which
is undiminished by its rustic execution. In fact, it ties the
building directly to a local indigenous tradition of ‘homemade’
structures realised without architects. It also makes a smashing
display-storage wall, like some kind of columbarium or
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reliquary. It is no accident that it also works wonderfully as a
gallery of the wares produced here. The 60cm-dimension grid
of the wood frame accommodates the shelving as well as a
staircase rising the three levels, plus spots for benches. As you
climb up and around the cube, you gain framed views through
the brick to the outside world, culminating in a top-level
perambulatory that looks out over the landscape.
The masonry exterior provides a privacy screen but allows
breezes, light and sounds through its many perforations. The
whole is capped at the top by a steel-and-glass framework roof
that stops the rain. The wood frame inside takes that ample
daylight and plays shadow games with it, recording the sun’s
rotation through the day.
In section the building rises from a lower, cooler, more shadowy
art-making space, through a concrete floor of the gallery area via
a central oculus. This sits in the centre of the square plan, directly
over the wheel upon which Le Duc Ha makes his clay creations.
He is on stage here, but also removed and secluded somewhat.
It is a decidedly dramatic stage set that simultaneously conveys
the tranquillity of his activity.
The building is a triumphant marriage of direct formal statement
with carefully curated informality. Everything, no matter how
deliberately ‘designed’, is executed to contribute to the sense of
the vernacular; it is only a step or two beyond being made by
farmers or labourers who no more understand CAD drawings
or ‘symmetry’ in an intellectual sense than they do brain
surgery, but who probably know intimately the kinds of sacred
or practical structures that give this place its genesis. Beyond
its own beauty and uniqueness, that blend is the highest
achievement of its architects.

